Ranal: To promote talents and culture

It is a forum for selected adivasi students belonging to different communities to come together, develop their capabilities-intellectual, artistic and cultural. Traditional art forms and adivasi value systems are highlighted along with modern arts and leadership skills.

Unarvu: Community Class Rooms

It is a response to increasing dropout rate of adivasi students from schools. Free tuition facilities are made available in selected hamlets to motivate and support the school going children.

Documentation

In view of developing Neethi Vedhi as a resource center, books, articles, news clippings, photos and other documents related to adivasis, women, children etc. are being collected and systematically arranged to help the research students, media personnel and other stake holders.

Important Activities

- Legal Awareness Program
- Legal Aid
- Protection of Human Rights
- Adivasi Empowerment Program
- Students Empowerment Program
- Women Empowerment Program
- Counseling and Human Right
- Befriending
- Consumer Protection
- Research & Documentation
- Protection & Promotion of Adivasi
- Art and Culture
- ADR (Alternate Dispute Resolution)

Neethi Vedhi

Sudhikavala, Kakkavayal P.O
Kalpetta North, Wayanad - 673 122
Phone: 04936 246 788, 94 96 19 73 78
E-mail: neethivedhi@gmail.com
Web: www.neethivedhi.org
**Neethi Vedhi – A lamp in search of Justice**

Neethi Vedhi is a human rights organization, started in 2003 to creatively respond to the exploitation and atrocities against adivasis (indigenous people), women, children and other marginalized sections of the society. The mission of Neethi Vedhi is to support the survivors of atrocities, to instill hope in them to live with dignity and right consciousness and to stand for justice, peace and human dignity.

**Legal measures seeking justice**

"Justice is not a favour, it is a right" is our motto. Neethi Vedhi provides legal support to the marginalized people to approach law courts. Government departments and other agencies against instances of denial of justice. Timely service of lawyers is ensured to those who approach Neethi Vedhi seeking redress. The Para Legal Workers are entrusted to gather necessary data and to contact concerned parties related to the issues.

**Service Provider**

From 2006 onwards Neethi Vedhi continues as a Service Provider designated by the Social Justice department of Kerala to provide legal assistance and psychological counseling to the survivors of Domestic violence.

**ADR (Alternate Dispute Resolution)**

To strengthen Peace and Reconciliation in families and society at large, Neethi Vedhi has initiated Peace Committees in different Panchayats. They are responsible to resolve conflicts and help people to live in harmony and peace. Mediation is used as a tool to settle conflicts out of court and to ensure restorative justice to all parties concerned.

**Awareness sessions and Legal clinics**

One of the prime concerns of Neethi Vedhi is to reach out to the marginalized by organizing legal awareness sessions and legal clinics in tribal hamlets and other villages. It helps especially those people to whom legal system is beyond reach for various reasons. Legal informations are being shared through various media, incorporating latest laws, judgements and government orders affecting common people.

**Parihara**

It is the counseling wing of Neethi Vedhi making right based befriending to the survivors of atrocities, abuses, exploitation and domestic violence, who undergo mental stress and agony.

**Kathir - For a fruitful future**

It is an attempt to provide Adivasi youth latest information regarding new avenues and opportunities in career building and to develop skills in leadership. Neethi Vedhi is convinced that educated youth are capable of bringing out radical social changes for the betterment of their community.